
Redding Consortium for Educational Equity  

Redding Full Body Meeting  

February 18, 2021 

Meeting Minutes 

Welcome & Roll Call 

The virtual meeting started at 5:00 p.m. Co-chair for the Redding Consortium for Educational Equity 

(Redding Consortium), Senator Tizzy Lockman welcomed all in attendance. Lockman recapped the 

Consortium’s accomplishments since releasing their recommendations in December 2020. Jason Bourke, 

Delaware State University staff, led the roll call. 

Work Group Updates 

Lockman explained the Educators Work Group no longer meets formally. She added the Work Group is 

now focused on ensuring their recommendations are implemented. 

Jeffery Menzer, co-chair of the Social Determinants Work Group, said the Work Group started to 

develop a strategic advocacy campaign to fund their recommendations. He stated the messaging from 

the press conference on February 5, 2021, is the foundation of their plan. Menzer explained they are 

looking to their members to utilize their networks as well as record testimonials to heighten awareness 

around their work. Dawn Alexander, member of the Social Determinants Work Group, presented 

Representative Williams draft bill on Developmental Screenings. Alexander discussed the importance of 

the bill and how it relates to the Social Determinants Work Group’s recommendations. Members of the 

Consortium asked about the mechanics of the bill.  

Representative Nnamdi Chukwuocha, co-chair of the Funding and Governance Work Group said the 

House attorneys are incorporating the Work Group members’ feedback into the latest version of the 

referendum reform bill, House Bill 129. He added there will be a community-run issues campaign to gain 

support for the updated legislation. Chukwuocha explained the Work Group is re-focusing on 

governance. Eugene Young, co-chair, reviewed the components of the work plan for 2021. 

Chuck Longfellow, co-chair of the Settlement Work Group discussed the goals and scope of the Work 

Group and reviewed the components of the settlement. A motion was passed for the Consortium to 

support the Settlement as a starting point for education reform. Aaron Bass, co-chair of the Settlement 

Work Group introduced upcoming legislation that related to the settlement. He discussed the mechanics 

of House Bill 86, House Bill 100, and Senate Bill 56.  From their perspectives, Consortium members 

reviewed the pros and cons of each piece of legislation. Various members of the Consortium expressed 

each bill did not sufficiently address equity issues in Delaware’s education system. Others felt this 

legislation was a steppingstone for more progressive change. Ultimately, the Consortium passed a 

motion to support House Bill 86, House Bill 100, and Senate Bill 56.  

Public Comment 

There was no public comment. 

The meeting ended at 6:38 p.m. 
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I. Welcome 

a. Lockman welcomes all especially ernesto lopez latest member to the consortium. 

Since december pushin forward recommendations, duiring the press conference and 

jfc hearing 

b. Jason bourke does roll call 

c. Tizzy leads motion to approve minutes from December 10, 2020, tika and dan  

II. Work Group Updates 

a. Educator work group: tizzy gives updates, no longer meeting, because they met the 

longest and completed the recommendations. They are working to bringing 

recommendations to reality. 

i. Mike smith thought the jfc hearing and press conference went well and 

looking for the financial support they will receive  

ii. Tizzy asks for questions about the educators  

b. Social determinants: jeffrey menzer met last week and beginning a strategic advocacy 

campaign to get their interim recommendations funding and become a related. A 

combo of using the networks of the members and also educating themselves in the 

themes of their work group. They plan to use the messaging of the press conference as 

the foundation and look for members to submit testimonials  

c. Tizzy adds that the press conference was a success and thanks all involved, espc matt 

denn, and said this just to start  

i. Dawn alexander speaks about the developmental screening. Explains what the 

bill is. Using the DOE system already exist. Kids in day-care get yearly 

developmental screening. The reason for it, is because researchers and key 

organizations recommend frequent development screenings to ensure 

students that may need additional services like special ed or early intervention 

the earlier the better, and it leads to higher literacy rates and graduation 

rates. Tizzy says it ties to the licensure program. Dawn says yes, it aligns with 

best practices, ecap programing, doe, headstart, and dhhs. We want to make 

sure people have more access 

ii. Maria matos will be the screening system would be administered by parents 

and children. Dawn says that its in multiple languages. Maria says that often 

parents at the llcc need help to work through it. Dawn says there are 211 

programs to walk through the screening. She adds the lift is on the local school 

district. Maria asks for clarification. Tizzy says it’s a continued equity 

conversation that can continue  

iii. Dorrell green says that we talk about the geographic locations of child care, 

says be mindful  that this is community wide effort because red clay has more 

child care facilities. So they may need to collaborate with other groups  

iv. Dawn says there is additional funding on the bill to better support the burden 

on the districts  

d. Funding & Governance  



i. Nnamdi starts, that HB129 is being amended with all the feedback received by 

the work group and cfo’s superintendents, once bill is completed working with 

network delaware starting an issues campaign, to get into the community and 

to get individuals involve 

ii. Reshifting back to pre-covid  governance and starting to meeting march. 

Meeting with superintendents about  

iii. Eugene goes over the basics of the work plan, looking at viable governace 

shifts in wilmington and new castle county 

iv. Want to make sure there is a lot of community of engagement. Connecting 

with people making sure it is student and family let 

v. Handling this process more boldly, doing things differently 

vi. Maria what does viable governance shifts mean – eugene clarifies  

e. Settlement work group 

i. Tizzy says this is our newest work group, make sure that we are doing what 

wesaid we would do. Making sure the terms of the settlment are met and do 

what they said they would do in the  

ii. Aaron thanks everyone 

iii. Chuck goes over the work group’s scope – want to do a watch dog, want the 

consortium is responding appropriately, and want to be the consortium 

representative on settlment  

iv. Work Group goals he covers. Challenge GA and state to do more and faster  

v. Goes over chart/components of the chart, how there is blank spces  

vi. Chuck explains the governors recommended budget and what is included. The 

governors budget exceed the requirements of the settlement. Explains there is 

a lot of intent statement, and that intent comes a part of the law after goes 

through the GA and JFC.  

vii. Goes through the motion 

1. Consortium support the settlement as a baseline  

2. Nnamdi says during the cfo is added in the committees and asked if 

there will be recommendations  

3. The motion passes  

viii. Aaron reveiws the legislation they want to support in 

1. House bill 86 K-3 special education unit, explains the requirements but 

they also have recommendations  

2. SB56: opportunity funding: permanetely establishes the opportunity 

funding for low-income and el students and portion of funding goes to 

mental health. This does meet seetlement requirements they want to 

recommend their should be more school level support, parents 

communities. Tizzy asks how would community members be involved. 

Aaron said it would be about spending and oversight of that additional 

funding. 

3. Raye asks has the redding consortium taken a position on the funding 

system itself, and tizzy says we are still working on the proposal. So 

she adds the concern that this bill, may be adding to the unit system, 



and this could be interpretated as the consortium supporting the unit 

system. Aaron says that a part of the settlement calls for an 

independent review about the unit count, and raye asks what is the 

timeline.  

4. Noelle picara asks if this bill is sufficient enough to address systemic 

racism which is a component of the settlement and if that bill does 

that adequately. Chuck says that doesn’t necessary address it, and the 

group recognizes this is just the beginning. Tizzy adds there is still a lot 

of work that needs to be done 

5. Maria says she is about of the  education equity delaware coalition did 

a lot of work and has great research on funding reform, that the 

consortium should utilize  

6. Raye says we need to familiarize ourselves with different funding 

models so we can make informed decisions. Suggests that we do a 

briefing for the consortium on different funding models that are more 

student centered.  

7. HB100 mental health services unit for elementary, need to have social 

emotion learning, they show a video of delaware counselors, this 

should include division 2 and division 3 units.  

8. Maria says she is concerned about the lack of flexibility. Dorrell says 

there is flexibility but there is an issue of capacity and also hiring staff 

that are representative of the student body. 

9. Kristin dwyer, the unit is established so for everyone 250 students 

there is a psychologist, counselors, and or social worker. For every 700 

school psychologist or license mental health therapist, so they have 

the flexibility to determine what is need, they also can cash in the unit 

for other mental health services. School psychologists critical need 

says that many are contracting all psychologists, there is turn over you 

don’t have the same community or relationships, so contracting out 

has been limited, adding. Says there will be a ramping up over time. 

For every elementary school in Delaware.  

10. Secretary geisenberger – apart of the health care commission, he said 

there in  work force development. The leading shortage is child mental 

health there is a shortage is a national problem not unique to 

delaware. The question is the math how many positions would this 

create. Child psychologist take a long time for people to ge those 

degrees. We may need to find creative ways to solve for the shortage. 

Tizzy adds that how to account for the shortage  

11. School counselor, school social worker, and school psychologist. Their 

responsibilities would extend beyond mental health. They aren’t a 

clinical mental possession. So many services would be provided. She 

adds there is no false hope, this bill won’t be staffed in a year, the 

fiscal note for this bill is large. Says its UD is scaling back psychologist 

program. Saying this would elimate opportunity costs 



12. Raye commented ll of the bills being discussed beg for more 

collaboration, accountability and transparency around process, inputs, 

outcomes and returns on investment stated in student terms. 

13. Noelle says that the grow-your-own path included counselors and 

psychologists from home,  

14. Maria says it sounds that it sounds like this sounds same-old, because 

usually more affluent schools get access to these services. Aaron 

agrees that there isn’t a pipeline but this bill hasn’t been done with. 

Says that mental health is now core. Aaron says this isnt doing the 

same old it hasn’t been done, more has to be done but. Maria says 

there needs to be more flexibility. The work group is looking at these 

bills as a baseline 

15. Dean henry speaks provides clarification on UD programs and agree 

we need to find more flexible ways  

16. Both motions approved the settlment and the formally support of 

HB86, SB56, HB100, Raye says as the chair will right her dissent and 

the suggested amendment  

17. Maria also adds that the DOE needs to take their hands off district 

decisions that districts need to be able to make decisions for their 

students needs and that the unit count system if this doesn’t change 

nothing will change or black and brown children will be continue to 

support 

18. Chuck agrees says the unit is flexible but the opportunity funds are 

strict  

III. Preview Recommendations/Legislation 

IV. Public Comment  

a. No public comment  

b. Meeting ends at 6:38 p.m.  
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